Texas Foundation Pros Named Top
Foundation Repair Service In Grand Prairie
November 06, 2018
Grand Prairie, Texas-based business Texas Foundation Pros, is pleased to announce that it has
been named a top provider of repair services for building foundation in Grand Prairie by a prominent
local home improvement periodical. In addition to locations in the Dallas-Fort Worth area, the
company also services customers in the San Antonio and Austin areas as well.
Grand Prairie is the fifteenth most populous city in the state of Texas and a prominent city in the
Dallas-Fort Worth metropolitan area. Texas Foundation Pros - Grand Prairie is a prominent fixture for
foundation repair in the city; often being referred to first for issues dealing with foundation repair. "It's
not an accident we have been given this prestigious honor as being a top business in our field," says
a representative for the company. "We have worked hard to gain the trust of our community by
working hard and delivering when it counts."
In addition to Grand Prairie, this company's location in Grand Prairie also services Arlington, Euless,
Irving, and Dallas areas. The company boasts of providing a no-cost service quote to customers,
along with free estimates for homeowners, financing opportunities, discount programs, free plumbing
tests, and a lifetime transferable warranty. "Services such as these have helped make us number one
in our field," says the representative. "We want our customers to be safe in their home or place of
business, and we want to make the process as cost-effective as possible for them."
Customers appear to be happy with the company's services. Texas Foundation Pros has a 4.8
Google rating, with many 5 star reviews. One reviewer writes, "I had Texas Foundation Pros come
assess our foundation that needed repair in Grand Prairie. They told me what was needed and
provided me with a fair quote. The work was scheduled and completed within two weeks. I couldn't be
happier, highly recommended." Another customer writes, "These guys did a great job repairing our
foundation. Our flooring is finally level! We're really happy with the work and recommend them to
anyone who needs foundation work done in Grand Prairie."
In North Texas, a typical cause for foundation damage comes down to fill soils, which have not been
compressed or compacted properly. Also poor maintenance in surrounding areas and construction on
clay surfaces are additional common causes of foundation issues. "We know the types of conditions
North Texas homes face, and we know how to fix the underlying causes that have contributed to
foundation issues," says the representative.
As the company's website states, foundations settle and move sometimes, and when this happens,
repair to the foundation is often required. The company will come out and perform a foundation
inspection to see what exactly needs to be repaired and worked on. As the website states, a house
inspection often involves three steps: Meeting with a contractor, having the contractor determine what
type of condition the foundation of a home is, and finally, having the contractor visually inspect the
home."

"Our company has 28 years experience with foundation repair," says the representative. "We know
what we are doing, and we have a team that is comprised of professionals who know how to get the
job done right." The website states that the company's infrastructure is big, and in turn, is able to take
care of repairs regardless of how big they are. "We have the latest in equipment," says the
representative. "We also use materials that are top of the line for both our customers' safety, and for
getting the job done right."
Texas Foundation Pros warns that foundation damage should be taken care of as soon as it possibly
can. The sooner one gets on top of repairs, it's possible that the repairs will be cheaper because if
damages get worse, the job might become more complicated. One client says, "We were wanting to
sell our home, but we knew it needed foundation repair. We went online, did our research, and we
couldn't have been happier with the outcome from these guys."
In addition to Grand Prairie, the company has other locations in the Dallas-Fort Worth area, in
addition to San Antonio and Austin, TX. "We have grown tremendously, thanks to our customers,"
says the representative. "But we have not forgotten about our customers. They are the ones that we
have always looked out for, and have always had at the forefront of our mind. Without them, we
wouldn't be at the place we are at today."
Additional services and information concerning Texas Foundation Pros - Grand Prairie, can be found
at the company's website.
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